Born in the Swiss

Alps

Raised in The Netherlands

Credits: Leon van Bon

If you have a good spark, you can start a fire. If you keep
sparkling you can keep the fire burning and you can spread
the warmth to others. That is what we do at Ere Research,
we sparkle and enjoy our passion for cycling together.
This is what makes and keeps Ere Research at the edge of
innovation and new initiatives. This allows us to even exist and
grow our brand step by step, day by day, but only with the grace
and acceptance of our followers, our customers. We thank them
for appreciating what we have done so far.
Thank you all, we’ll keep on pushing, you inspire us to do so.

Piet van der Velde
Founder Ere Research

Product families

Wheels:

CL40
SL30

Wheels:

AE65 / AE65-R
CL45 / CL45-R
SL30 / SL30-R

Tyres:

CCX 26 / 28
CCR 26 / 28
CL 26 / 28 / 30
CT 24 / 26

Saddles:

CC 145

Handlebar Tape:

Wheels:

CLR45

Handlebar Tape:

Wheels:

GA 40
GX 23
GR 20

Tyres:

CC TLR 38
TLR 34 / 38 / 44

Handlebar Tape:

Wheels:

GC 45
GC 30

Tyres:

CL 26

Handlebar Tape:

Next level lightness

When we created Starlight we were thinking about
what would be possible in terms of making an
extraordinary lightweight product that would amaze
and redefine the boundaries
of such a product.

Starlight will see the light of day on 01-01-2023

TBC..........

Wheels

Performance Road Wheels
The all new genus wheels are our true thoroughbred
performance wheels, with our 3 height selection of 30, 45
and 65mm rim height choice with 21mm inner width and
our brandnew 2:1 ratio Panama hubs. These wheels are
going to be the benchmark of modern road racing wheels.
We’ll take it even a step further and offer the choice of
eather ordering them with the trusted Sapim CX Ray and
CX Sprint leader spokes with SKF bearings or you get them
with our Aeris full carbon spokes and CeramicSpeed
bearings. These wheels will be incredibly lightweight and
the best in their class. With aridersweigth 130kg they can
serve anyone without constraints.

More information coming Soon

Rim selections

30mm

30mm

30mm

21mm

21mm

21mm

25mm

45mm

65mm

New panama 2:1 ratio hub

Tyres

CarbonX and Ere Research

For the last 2 years, CarbonX, a spin-off of TU Delft, and Ere
Research have silently been working on the development of a brand
new material for high-performance road bike tyres. After extensive
research, testing and tweaking, we proudly present the new Ere
Genus CCX tyre, made with CarbonX® technology.
CarbonX has developed a 3D carbon network structure named
“CarbonX®”, which was originally invented at TU Delft. With this new
material, rubber compounds can be adjusted and specifically tuned to
meet the best requirements asked for by professional cyclists.

CarbonX® is composed of nano-sized carbon filaments which are
chemically connected to form a three-dimensional micron-sized
network. This extraordinary structure makes it possible to combine
properties in new ways, the key to unlocking new design possibilities
that can deliver both high performance and greater sustainability.

During the process of understanding the new CarbonX® material and
how it could be implemented in their tyres, Ere chose to take their already
successful Genus CC model as a starting point. The Genus CC is already
being used in the pro peloton and has had great references. So the bar
was set very high. In a two-year cycle, you can imagine the number of
tyres we tested and the amount of compound we have developed in
order to achieve the perfect compound mix.
Along with the lab testing and field testing with our Pro riders, we have
come to a conclusion and found the ideal rubber with CarbonX.

This has resulted in the allnew tyre called the Genus
CCX. For this 320TPI
handmade high-performance
tyre, CarbonX® is used
instead of carbon black
particles. By using the new
material, Ere and CarbonX
achieved a 2-watt lower
rolling resistance and an
increase in grip and the antipuncture value of the tyre.
Increasing all these values at the same time is a breakthrough
development and has never been seen before.
To make our new Genus CCX tyres safer for tubeless and hookless rims,
and to keep the weight low and the flexibility performance of these tyres
high, we use Zylon instead of Kevlar as a bead cord. Zylon is frequently
used in F1 cars as tethers in wishbones that keep the wheels attached
to the chassis in case of a crash. It’s a very strong material and perfect
for their Tubeless and Hookless tyres.

GENUS tyre program
Ere’s starting point – tyres that make a difference. Our tyre program
is maturing, expanding and evolving into a more detailed offering
with the focus being on our famous Genus model. The Genus
has proven itself in racing – A World champion, European champion
and several National champions have ridden it to victory, and we are
sure many more will follow.
Technology and innovation are what we focus on and was the
driving force behind our 2022 tyre program. With the Genus tyre
being the best tubular tyre on the market in terms of performance.

Genus CCX

MSRP 89 Euro

Tubeless & Hookless ready 26 & 28mm

Genus CCR

MSRP 69 Euro

Clincher 26 & 28mm

Genus CL

MSRP 49 Euro

Clincher 26, 28 & 30mm

Genus CT
Tubular 24 & 26mm

MSRP 99 Euro

Saddle

GENUS CC saddle
At Ere we focus on making saddles that serve a true purpose and
add value to your riding experience. If there’s one thing we’ve learned
over the years designing and developing saddles, it’s that we cannot
make the perfect saddle for everyone. Therefore, we need to offer
options in shape, size and function in order to stay true to our beliefs
in saddle-making.
Our experience in saddle-making combined with our studies performed
in collaboration with top-rated medical universities, has helped us to
create comfortable and innovative saddles solutions for the cycling
community. With our knowledge and deep understanding of ergonomics
we can create solutions that cycling healthy as possible.

MSRP 299 Euro

Ere’s Comfort Trigger System
Choose your own level of comfort on the fly!
Sometimes a quick note or sketch can become a revolutionary product,
an innovation that will change the way we use our performance saddles.
Please welcome our new Ee Comfort Trigger system.
The Comfort Trigger is a patented system by ere, that lets the rider adjust
the flexibility of the saddle while riding. Adjusting the level of comfort or
flexibility is required when a rider encounters varying situations, such as
changing road surfaces or an uphill climb. It can also be used for comfort
during a long endurance ride.
With this system, we are able to achieve a 10nm difference between the
3 adjustment positions the Comfort Trigger offers. Take back control of
your riding experience.

More saddle models to come
and introduced for 2022/2023 season
You will be timely informed

Bartape

GENUS Bartape

For many brands handlebar tape is an afterthought – a small extra
product that they need to have. That’s not how we look at it. We believe
handlebar tap is the first point of control for a rider. It’s so important that
it has to be 100% perfect. To achieve this we look at handlebar tape from
every angle. All in order to make it a better product.
Handlebar tape needs to be comfortable in your hands. It has to give
you a feeling of control, of your handlebar and ultimately of your bike.
Handlebar tape needs to be easy to clean. It has to last for a long time,
and the finish tape has to work properly.

MSRP 25 Euro

GENUS Bartape tech

Laminar sheet handlebar tape is made with a double layer of Eva foam,
and with another layer of microfiber. Due to the 3M like adhesive it can
be applied smoothly and does no leave a residue.

In 2022 season the Genus tapes come in 4 color and
will have a rubber end cap included.

Wheels

CLR45 Aero road wheels
The biggest bang for buck wheels for your road bike: sleek 45mm
carbon aero rims with our latest 12mm thru axle IONA hubs including
the much-appraised SKF bearings. With an internal rim measure of
21mm you can fit all modern size road tyres and even take them
offroad on a gravel experience using gravel tyres up to 34mm. The
wheels are Tubeless Ready. We’ve already set them up with tubeless
rim tape for ease of use. We use Sapim Leader spokes. Spare spokes
and nipples are included with the wheels.

Additional color

MSRP 999 Euro

CLR45 Aero road wheels

Wheel Specifications:
Weigth front wheel:
Weigth rear wheel:
Weigth wheelset:

710 grams
850 grams
1560 grams

Bead Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
Outside size:
Inside size:
Rim heigth:
Rimtape:

Tubeless ready
622
22 / 24
23mm - 34mm
28mm
21mm
45mm
Ere TLR tape 21mm

Hub rear:
Hub front:
Bearings:
Feehub body:
Freehub body options:
Brake interface:
Axle system:
Axle options:

IONA-S 22H T2 4 pawl
IONA-S 24H T2
Fr & Rr SKF 6902 Body S&S 15692
Shimnao 11sp standard
Sram XDR & Campagnolo
Centerlock
TA F100x12mm & R142x12mm
QR

Spoke nipples:
Spoke Fr Disc side:
Spoke Fr Non Disc side:
Spoke Rr Disc side:
Spoke Rr Non Disc side:

DSN 14mm*14G alloy black
Sapim CX Leader 281mm
Sapim CX Leader 283mm
Sapim CX Leader 274mm
Sapim CX Leader 276mm

Included:

8 Spare spokes and nipples
Spacer ring

New CLR45 Road rim
The new CLR45 is a lightweight rim made of
unidirectional carbon with a wider 21mm inner
measure that allows for wider road/gravel tyres and
has excellent damping and anti-vibration
characteristics.

Rim Specifications:
Weigth:
Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
External width:
Internal width:
Rim heigth:

470 grams
Tubeless ready
622
20/24
23-34
28mm
21mm
45mm

CLR45 Aero road wheels

Bartape

Omnia EVA-Cork Bartape
Laminar sheet handlebar tape is made with a singlelayer of
Eva foam, with a high density comfort touch. Due to the 3M
like adhesive it can be applied smoothly and does not leave a residue.

MSRP 16 Euro

The story of
Latin, originally spoken by small groups of people
living along the lower Tiber River, Latin spread
with the increase of Roman political power.
First throughout Italy and then throughout most of
western and southern Europe and the central and
western Mediterranean coastal regions of Africa.
Here’s where our TENACI Gravel name comes from,
translated into common English, it means “Tenacious” and
“Grip”. And that’s exactly what we want the TENACI
products to be. Creating the tenacity and grip for each user
experience and circumstances amongst the other features
our TENACI Gravel products expresses.
But with a focus on that one goal of creating the best
TENACI Gravel product that we possibly can.

The sharp and cunning eye of the wolf is therefore our
logo of choice to represent TENACI Gravel products with
it’s cutting edge design and innovative technology.
We’re never going to beat nature... but we can
get closer to it’s beastly origins and take care
of nature to make us never forget where
we “humanity” come from ourselves...
a hard life in nature that
forced humans to be
tenacious....

Wheel tech

New

hubs

The name Iona comes from the origins where Ere
Research headquarters stands today, the famous
metropolitan city of Rotterdam in The Netherlands.
In the 10th century; a group of Irish bishops
travelled from the Scottish holy island Iona to "Holle"
(a country that later becomes The Nederlands).
It was Christianized by the bishops Bonifatius,
Brigida and the first Bishop of Utrecht. Later the land
of Rotta,(as the region around Rotterdam is called)
was Christianized from Utrecht.

Our new Torque 2 hubs tech:
The new Ere Research Iona hubs are designed 100% in-house. For this design,
we started with a clean slate and a clear goal: to create a set of hubs that are bulletproof
and will last forever, as long as they are properly maintained.
The new Ere Research Iona hubs do exactly what we had in mind. The straight-pull hubset
has a low profile and a sturdy design. Its angled flange supports the directional torque going
through the hub body, so it can take any beating.
Torque 2 absorbs the forces of the disc brake load during braking. When force is created
on the rear wheel and hub as the cyclist pedals forward, the Torque 2 design directs these
forces to the part where the material is strongest. That way we can be smart about the
amount of material we use. We can remove material where it is not needed and add
material where it must be strong.

Directional Torque 2 design

New

hubs

Our new Iona hubs are as light as possible, but without compromising strength and reliability.
We managed to maintain the structural integrity of the hub by creating a thin wall design from
very high-quality aluminium. As a result, the Iona hub has a weight of only 235 grams for the
rear hub and 100 grams for the front hub.

Iona hubs come in several variations. There are two rear hub versions. Both have 24 holes
and either come in a rock solid 4-pawl engagement freehub body or with a 36 teeth ratchet
freehub body. The front hubs come in either a 20- or 24-hole version.
The weight of the hub set comes in at 335 grams for the pair of hubs
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20H

T2 front hub

24H

T2 rear hub

New

hubs

All our new hubs and wheels will run on high quality bearings.
Our new 2022 wheels will be setup with SKF bearings, and can be
upgraded to Ceramic Speed bearings.
Our Starlight wheels are already setup with Ceramic Speed bearings
in the alos new Panama hubs.

New GX23 Gravel rim
The new GX23 is an extruded lightweight welded
6069 alloy rim that we specially made for our
performance gravel wheels at an
affordable price level.
Rim Specifications:
Weigth:
Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
External width:
Internal width:
Rim heigth:

490 grams
Tubeless ready
622
24
38-58
29mm
25mm
23mm

New GA40 Aero Gravel rim
This is a 40mm high aerodynamic full carbon hookless
rim that is very fast and comfortable. Due to its big box
design and providing excellent impact absorption. This
benefits the rider and its aerodynamic performance and
will keep the overall speed both on and offroad.

Rim Specifications:
Weigth:
Bead shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:

External width:
Internal width:
Rim heigth:

470 grams
Hookless
622
24
38-58
33mm
26mm
40mm

Wheels

GA40 Aero gravel wheels
The fastest wheels you’ll ever need for your gravel bike.
No compromise on either materials or design was made
to make this wheelset a reality from our ideas on paper
to the final wheels in our gravel bikes. It might need some
getting used to that hollow whooshing speed sound the
wheels make when accelerating... off-road!

Available colors

MSRP 1.399 Euro

On aerodynamics we work with aero specialist Paul Lew.

Paul Lew began designing and manufacturing cycling
components in 1989 and automotive, aviation, and
aerospace components in 1999 as CEO of Lew Composites.
Over the course of his career, he has been responsible for
designing and manufacturing cycling equipment for major
OEM brands, Tour De France, World, Olympic,
and National Champions.
In aviation and aerospace, he has accrued over 2400 hours
of mission-specific flight logistics, planning, and operations
and over 5700 hours of operation, testing, and evaluation
of dozens of manned aircraft systems and unmanned aerial
systems for DRS Technologies, Northrop Grumman, General
Dynamics, General Electric Aircraft Engines, International
Space Station (ISS).
In cycling, Paul is known for his aerodynamic work for
Specialized, Reynolds, Shimano Campagnolo,
and Ere Research.
.

CFD anlysis of the GA40 rim

SUMMARY
After adding in the spokes and hub, and based on the results
we expect that this design will beat the DT Swiss rim GRC 1400
performance. The tyre diameter in the CFD test is 40 mm.
The Ere Research GA40 Gravel Rim Design produces
maximum Lift at 15 degrees angle of attack. The rim begins
to stall at 15 degrees angle of attack, which is typical for
bicycle rims, but produces significant lift to 17 degrees angle
of attack. Based on the analysis I can estimate that the wheel
will produce forward thrust (lift) from 5 - 17 degrees. Below 5
degrees and above 17 degrees DRAG will overcome LIFT.
Although the drag numbers for the rim are low, you can add
20 - 25 watts to the rim DRAG data to estimate the rim drag.
The spokes and hub contribute nearly 100% to DRAG, and
the rim contributes nearly 100% to LIFT. The rounded symmetrical
shape contributes to the stability and high-lift characteristic from
10 - 15 degrees angle of attack. Drag has a smooth and consistent
low exponential curve throughout the test range.

GA40 Aero gravel wheels tech

Wheel Specifications:
Weight front wheel:
Weight rear wheel:
Weight wheelset:

720 grams
860 grams
1580 grams

Bead Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
Outside size:
Inside size:
Rim height:
Rimtape:

Hookless
622
24 / 24
38mm - 58mm
33mm
26mm
40mm
Ere TLR tape 30mm 2x loop

Hub rear:
Hub front:
Bearings:
Freehub body:
Freehub body options:
Brake interface:
Axle system:
Axle options:

IONA-S 24H T2 36 Ratchet
IONA-S 24H T2
Fr & Rr SKF 6902 Body S&S 15692
Shimnao 11sp standard
Sram XDR & Campagnolo
Centerlock
TA F100x12mm & R142x12mm
QR

Spoke nipples:
Spoke Fr Drive side:
Spoke Fr Non Drive side:
Spoke Rr Drive side:
Spoke Rr Non Drive side:

Sapim 14mm*14G alloy Polyax black
Sapim CX Delta
Sapim CX Delta
Sapim CX Sprint
Sapim CX Delta

Included:

8 Spare spokes and nipples
Brake disc lock ring
Double wheel bag
TLR valves
Spacer ring

GX23 Performance Gravel wheels
A great starter gravel wheelset that will compliment any
gravelrider who is looking for a step up from their
standard wheels. The wheelset is a great upgrade for
anyone ready to invest in a more durable and versatile
gravel wheelset. It performs very well on the road and it
can take heavier loads for bikepacking bikes.

Additional colors

MSRP 549 Euro

GX23 Performance Gravel wheels tech

Wheel Specifications:
Weigth front wheel:
Weigth rear wheel:
Weigth wheelset:

770 grams
870 grams
1640 grams

Bead Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
Outside size:
Inside size:
Rim heigth:
Rimtape:

Tubeless Ready
622
24 / 24
38mm - 58mm
33mm
26mm
23mm
Ere TLR tape 30mm 2x loop

Hub rear:
Hub front:
Bearings:
Freehub body:
Freehub body options:
Brake interface:
Axle system:
Axle options:

IONA-S 24H T2 4-Pawl
IONA-S 24H T2
Fr & Rr SKF 6902 Body S&S 15692
Shimnao 11sp standard
Sram XDR & Campagnolo
Centerlock
TA F100x12mm & R142x12mm
QR

Spoke nipple:
Spoke Fr Drive side:
Spoke Fr Non Drive side:
Spoke Rr Dive side:
Spoke Rr Non Dride side:

DSN 14G*14.4MM brass black
Sapim CX Leader 296mm
Sapim CX Leader 298mm
Sapim CX Leader 296mm
Sapim CX Leader 298mm

Included:

8 Spare spokes and nipples
Brake disc lock ring
TLR valves
Spacer ring

GR20 Gravel wheels
A great starter gravel wheelset that will compliment any
gravelrider who is looking for a step up from their standard
wheels. The wheelset is a great upgrade for anyone ready
to invest in a more durable and versatile gravel wheelset.
It performs very well on the road and it can take heavier
loads for bikepacking bikes

Additional colors

MSRP 399 Euro

GR20 Gravel wheels tech

Wheel Specifications:
Weigth front wheel:
Weigth rear wheel:
Weigth wheelset:

740 grams
880 grams
1620 grams

Rim Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
Outside size:
Inside size:
Rim heigth:
Rimtape:

Tubeless Ready
622
24 / 24
30mm - 38mm
28mm
24mm
20mm
Black TLR tape 28mm 2x loop

Hub rear:
Hub front:
Bearings:
Freehub body:
Freehub body options:
Brake interface:
Axle system:
Axle options:

ERE-A 24H 4-Pawl
ERE-A24H
Fr & Rr EZO 6902
Shimnao 11sp standard
Sram XDR & Campagnolo
Centerlock
TA F100x12mm & R142x12mm
QR

Spoke nipple:
Spoke Fr Drive side:
Spoke Fr Non Drive side:
Spoke Rr Dive side:
Spoke Rr Non Dride side:
Spoke Tension F+R:

Pillar 276mm
Pillar 275mm
Pillar 277mm
Pillar 276mm
1030Nm - 1270Nm

Included:

8 Spare spokes and nipples
Spacer ring

Tyre Line

Tyre
Gravel racing and dirt road riding require an aggressive tyre capable
of rolling through rough conditions and gripping where normal road
tyres stop. The Tenaci has a fast-rolling tread pattern that provides
traction on varied unfinished surfaces and features bead-to-bead
Armis 3 flat protection. It fends off debris and sidewall cuts during
your most adventurous miles.
The Tenaci Gravel tyre is already an evergreen model amongst its
opponents. Not many tyres have made such an impact when it
comes to performance speed gravel tyres, it has been our got-to
gravel tyre and we are working hard to expand on this tyre in the
near future...
Stay tuned for more Tenaci models soon.

Tyre tech casing
Tyre casing: we use two types of casings in our Tenaci tyres.
220TPI for handmade cotton gravel tyres to
achieve a level of suppleness needed for high
performance to tyres in order to bear the high
stresses of cornering at speed and allowing the
tyre to deform and let the tyre tread follow the road
surface where it can hold as much grip as possible.

For our regular Tenaci TLR tyres we use a 120TPI
tyre casing.

2

Armis 3 is used for tyres that need heavy duty
protection against the elements. It can face heavier
loads on the sidewall and can withstand rougher
outside surfaces.

CC38 TLR Gravel tyre
Gravel racing and dirt road riding require an aggressive tyre
capable of rolling through rough conditions and gripping where
regular road tyres stop. The Tenaci tubeless tyre has a fastrolling tread pattern that provides traction on varied unfinished
surfaces and features bead-to-bead Armis 2 at protection to
fend off the debris and sidewall cuts in the search for adventure
miles.

Tyre Specifications:

MSRP 65 Euro

Size:
Type:
Weigth:
Treads per inch:
Rubber Compound:
Puncture protection:
Tyre bead cord:
Bead type:
Colors:
Size:
Size ETRTO:
Recommended rim width:
Minimum rim width:
Recommended tyre pressure:
Maximum tyre pressure:
Minimum tyre pressure:

38mm
Foldable clincher tyre
410 grams
220 grams
HPC
Armis 2
Kevlar
Tubeless ready
Skinwall & Black
700c / 38
38-622
24mm
19mm
4bar / 58psi
5bar / 72psi
3bar / 43psi

TLR Gravel tyre
Gravel racing and dirt road riding require an aggressive
tyre capable of rolling through rough conditions and
gripping where regular road tyres stop. The Tenaci
tubeless tyre has a fast-rolling tread pattern that provides
traction on varied unfinished surfaces and features beadto-bead Armis 2 at protection to fend off the debris and
sidewall cuts in the search for adventure miles.

Tyre Specifications:
Size:
Type:
Weigth:

Treads per inch:
Rubber Compound:
Puncture protection:
Tyre bead cord:
Bead type:
Colors:
Size:
Size ETRTO:
Recommended rim width:
Minimum rim width:
Recommended tyre pressure:
Maximum tyre pressure:
Minimum tyre pressure:

MSRP 49 Euro
34, 38, 44mm
Foldable clincher tyre
347 gram - 34C
410 gram - 38C
555 gram - 44C
120 grams
HPC 65a Durometer
Armis 2
Aramid
Tubeless ready
Skinwall & Black
700c
622
24mm
19mm
4bar / 58psi
5bar / 72psi
3bar / 43psi

Bartape

Gravel bar cover
“Just make something new!” That’s not as easy as it sounds.
With our new Tenaci Gravel Bar Cover, it took a different way
of looking at how we use handlebar covers on road bikes
versus grips on a mountain bike. How can we combine those
two to best accommodate a gravel bike? Because when you
go gravelling, you want the drop bar of a road bike, but the
gripp level of a mountain bike. With our brand new Ere Tenaci
Handlebar Grip Gravel, we believe we found just what you’re
looking for.
The concept is as follows: for cruising and higher cadence
climbing the top part of the handlebar is often used, so you
want a bar tape that's thinner, grippy and has a softer touch.
But when you’re down in the drops for hard climbing and
pushing through at a higher power output when the going
gets tough, you want a rougher and even more grippy
handlebar grip. This has led to our new Tenaci Bar Cover
concept. This is a classic bar tape, combined with a unique
bar cover that you slide over the end of your handlebars,
up to the shifters. The cover not only offers the ultimate grip
on your bike but also protects your handlebars against
side impacts.

Gravel grip design
To offer the best grip, we took inspiration from the nature
around us. Mother Nature sometimes throws the biggest
challenges at our feet, but fortunately, she also offers
beautiful solutions. The grooves in the 'Terra' pattern on
the Tenaci Handlebar Grip makes you think of a dried-up
river bed. The grooves clear the Bar Cover free from mud
and other dirt that ends up on your handlebars during bad
weather conditions. Just like the channels in our inspirational
riverbed, which lead the water back to the river during heavy
rainfall. This ensures perfect contact with your bike at all
times and never losing control, no matter how bad the
weather conditions are.

Sometimes when you’re not looking for it
nature will present the solution right in front
of you. When you’re looking for a solution that
provides you grip but also can clear water and other road
pickup that ends up on your handlebar for whatever reason.
A dried up riverbed that’s cracked open will channel it’s water
perfectly through those channels at first rainfall.
Again nature telling us what to do ;-)
TERRA

Gravel grip design

The Terra pattern isn’t the only thing that keeps
your hands firmly on the handlebar. We’ve also
taken a good look at finger positions. That’s why
we’ve added ‘knuckleheads’ for extra grip. They will keep your
hands in control of your handlebar and prevent sliding of the
hands in rainy and muddy circumstances, should they present
themselves. And, because there are many different handlebar
sizes, we want to offer a product that everyone can use. With a
total length of 225 mm, the Tenaci Tenaci Handlebar Grip can
accommodate any wide flared handlebar drop sections. The 8
cutting lines can be used to shorten the grip to the size you need.

KNHDS

Cuting Lines
225mm

handlebar tape design
The Ere Tenaci Handlebar Grip comes with a high grip
bar tape, based on the Explorator Bar Tape.

KNHDS

SLW

LS

80D

Smooth line wrap is used to reach a smooth finish.
This 35mm wide tape with an elongated chamfer
flange creates a smooth overlap. It has no bumps
and feels like one continuous, smooth surface.

Laminar Sheet handlebar tape is made with a fused
PU & EVA foam layer that feels super soft and nice,
especially if you ride without gloves. Due to the 3M
adhesive, it can be applied smoothly.

80D is the durometer of our handlebar tapes.
This is the best durometer hardness for the
pressure of the upper body applied through your
arms and hands to the handlebar.

Laminar tape structure

PU layer

EVA layer

Bar Cover

Gravel riding has taken a flight in recent years – a discipline
that is still evolving. It brings together the best of mountain
biking and road racing. New solutions and ideas are needed
to make the user experience as good as possible for the
gravel rider. Our Ere Tenaci Handlebar Grip is one of those
new little innovations that make sure every gravel ride is a
ride you can enjoy.

MSRP 35 Euro

Bar Cover

Bar Cover

BAR COVER INSTALLATION

This installation guide will help you install your Tenaci Gravel bar cover system.
be aware that technical knowledge of installing bar covering on a bike is
necessary in order to do this job properly. If you are in need of help,
please pay a visit to a local bike mechanic to help you or go to our
Ere Research YouTube channel for a step-by-step
installation video guide by Piet.

Pre-install the two silicone protection
ring’s before installing the cables

NO TAPE HERE!

Trim end of tape as shown.
The angled edge goes to the inside
of the wrap. Start wrapping from just
below the brake shifter around the
bar up to the top, keeping the tape
tight and overlapping by 25% of the
width of the tape.

Start wrapping 25mm under the
shifter at the position of the
arrow and work your way around
the shifter upwards to the top of
the handlebar and finish the
tape as usual. (step 4)

#eregravel

BAR COVER INSTALLATION
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5
Overlap

Cut the leading edge of tape with a long
enough taper to allow one wrap around
the bar, leaving a clean edge when fully
wrapped, then apply finish-tape to close wrap.

6

Cut lines.

Use the paper ruler on the left to measure the
length of grip size at the dotted line, following
the outside of the handlebar overlapping the
tape, closing the measurement against
the bottom of the brake lever-shifter.

7
Overlap

Cut the grip with a sharp scissor or knife
carefully, to the size measured in drawing 5.
Cut the grip only at the indented cut lines,
here pictured on the right side of the grip.

25mm

10-15mm

Install the correct side grip on the handlebar,
overlapping the handlebar-tape by 10-15mm
closing the gap to the brake lever/shifter. Lift
up the open-end of the grip in order to overlap
the tape. You can use brake cleaner or hairspray
to slide on easier, after installation let the grips sit
for a while to evaporate the solvent you used.

8

Slide the two Pre-installed silicone
grips over the pu finish tape in order
to protect them from unravelling in
harsh tough offroad conditions.

You’re done! enjoy your gravel ride!

Wheels

Explorator GC30 wheels
These entry-level training wheels are made for everyday use, either
on a road or a light gravel bike. They can withstand a real beating
and can also be used for racing. All our wheels are set up with X12
axles and can be retrofitted with either X15 or a QR setup. Conversion
kits are available.

Available colors

MSRP 399 Euro

Explorator GC30 road wheels

Wheel Specifications:
Weigth front wheel:
Weigth rear wheel:
Weigth wheelset:

800 grams
940 grams
1740 grams

Bead Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
Outside size:
Inside size:
Rim heigth:
Rimtape:

Tubeless ready
622
24 / 24
24mm - 36mm
24mm
19mm
30mm
Clincher

Hub rear:
Hub front:
Bearings:
Freehub body:
Freehub body options:
Brake interface:
Axle system:
Axle options:

Explorator 24H SP 4 pawl
Explorator 24H SP
Fr & Rr EZO
Shimnao 11sp standard
Sram XDR & Campagnolo
Centerlock
TA F100x12mm & R142x12mm
QR

Spoke nipples:
Spoke Fr Disc side:
Spoke Fr Non Disc side:
Spoke Rr Disc side:
Spoke Rr Non Disc side:
Spoke Tension F+R:

DSN 14mm*14G alloy black
Pillar 286mm
Pillar 287mm
Pillar 286mm
Pillar 288mm
1030Nm - 1270Nm

Included:

8 Spare spokes and nipples
Spacer ring

Explorator GC45 wheels
These wheels are made for everyday use, even for heavier riders.
They can withstand a real beating and can also be used for racing.
All our wheels are set up with X12 axles and can be retrofitted with
either X15 or a QR setup. Conversion kits are available.

Available colors

MSRP 399 Euro

Explorator GC45 Aero road wheels

Wheel Specifications:
Weigth front wheel:
Weigth rear wheel:
Weigth wheelset:

910 grams
1050 grams
1960 grams

Bead Shape:
ETRTO:
Holes pattern:
Tyre range:
Outside size:
Inside size:
Rim heigth:
Rimtape:

Tubeless ready
622
24 / 24
24mm - 36mm
24mm
19mm
42mm
Ere clincher

Hub rear:
Hub front:
Bearings:
Freehub body:
Freehub body options:
Brake interface:
Axle system:
Axle options:

Explorator 24H SP 4 pawl
Explorator 24H SP
Fr & Rr EZO
Shimnao 11sp standard
Sram XDR & Campagnolo
Centerlock
TA F100x12mm & R142x12mm
QR

Spoke nipples:
Spoke Fr Disc side:
Spoke Fr Non Disc side:
Spoke Rr Disc side:
Spoke Rr Non Disc side:
Spoke Tension F+R:

DSN 14mm*14G alloy black
Pillar 275mm
Pillar 276mm
Pillar 275mm
Pillar 277mm
1030Nm - 1270Nm

Included:

8 Spare spokes and nipples
Spacer ring

Tyres

Explorator CL26 Tyre
The Explorator is designed for the everyday performance road rider.
This is the workhorse of our tyre program with Armis 2 flat protection
to fend off debris and roll through all four seasons of training miles.
The Explorator road bike tyre is constructed with our Armis 2 flat
protection. The 60tpi casing offers good puncture protection in
combination with an extra side profile. The side profile offers extra
grip, especially in wet conditions and on uneven road surfaces.
The all-weather tread pattern has proven itself in the last 4 years.
This is the ultimate long-distance training and road bike commuting
tyre. Now available at a great price point.

MSRP 29 Euro
700c X26mm Black & Skinwall

Bartape

Explorator EVA-TPU Bartape
Laminar sheet handlebar tape is made with a double layer of
Eva foam and another layer of polyurethane. Due to the 3M
like adhesive it can be applied smoothly and does noy leave a residue.

MSRP 20 Euro

PRO CLOSE

PRO CLOSE SEALANT
There are a myriad of tyre sealants available on the market. Many
of them work very well, but they all miss the mark when it comes
to getting the sealant into the tyre easily. For those with experience
it can be a complicated, lengthy and messy affair trying to mix them
correctly, and then you need to purchase extra tools and accessories
to get the mix into the tyre. For the last 2 years, Ere Research has
been at the forefront of developing new and innovative cycling products.
Our latest development is a next-generation eco-friendly sealant that is
the world’s first complete, no mess, easy-to-use applicator system.

MSRP 9 - 26 Euro

Pro Close Sealant technical data sheet
We have developed a special tubeless sealant called Pro Close that
works really well with our TLR tyres and has no latex inside, is
biodegradable, non-toxic, allergy-free, microparticles infused, suitable for
tubed and tubeless tyres and seals leaks instantly. To make life even
easier we have included a valve core remover with the bottles and we
have created a filler cap that allows you to fill your tyre with sealant
without an additional tool. So no messing around with hoses or syringes
anymore.
Ere Research Eco Sealant is a milky liquid base featuring biodegradable
particulates. Non-toxic volatiles ensures extended shelf life (26+
months) and 2-3 months within the tyre. (Depending on use and
conditions.)

SPECIFICATIONS
- Non-toxic
- Eco-friendly
- Zero ammonia
- Zero Natual Latex (Hypoallergenic)
- Compatible with all alloy, steel and composite wheel rims
- Does not freeze or boil (Tested to -17C and +45C)
- Suitable for Tubed, Tubular, Tubless
- Extended shelf life (26+ months)
- Permitted for shipping by post or air freight

PRO CLOSE RIMTAPE
Along with our tyre sealant and TLR tyre and wheels of course we
developed our own tubeless rim tape. We made it slightly wider to
achieve an edge-to-edge air seal that will not allow the nasty creeping
of sealant under the rim tape from the edge of the rim as it will enclose
the bead of the tyre as well. At the same time, we made the size marking
of the rim tape on the tape itself so you can easily mix and match rim
tapes to the correct rim. One roll is 10M, enough for 4 single-layer rims
or 2 double-layer rims.
.

MSRP 23 Euro

OPTIMUM CNC tubeless valves
Our PRO CLOSE tubeless sealant and tubeless wheels and tyres
of course need a good tubeless valve, so we make a fresh set of
CNC machined tubeless valves that have a “multi-flow” inner valve
that distributes sealant vertically and horizontally in order to also
accommodate tyre inserts. Furthermore, there is an outer valve
cap with a knurled grip surface that you can also use to unscrew
the valve core. The inner valve head has a hex key entry hole so
you can properly install the valve with an Allen key.

Sizes available:
40,50,60mm

PRO CLOSE

MSRP 25 Euro

P&A

AQUA NATURALIS waterbottle
You can't go without a proper water bottle if you ask us. A good
looking bottle equipped with a flexible mouthpiece is all you need
to stay hydrated on the go.
Ere bottles are 100% BPA free. BPA stands for bisphenol A. BPA is
an industrial chemical that has been used to make certain plastics
and resins since the 1960s. Research shows that BPA could be bad
for our health. Therefore we avoid using BPA in our bottles.
We offer 700ml bottles with a large opening for optimum filling and
easy cleaning on the inside with a brush.
Available in 6 cool colors. This is your new favourite water bottle.
Dishwasher safe
100% BPA free
Large opening
Taste-neutral material for pure flavour
Leak-tight seal against escaping liquid
700ml
83 gr

MSRP 10 Euro

DOLCE CNC bar end plugs
An end cap is often added as a personal touch to the finish of a rider's bike.
The Dolce bar plugs will be the last set of bar plugs you will ever buy.
Our plugs end with a CAP, CNC Alloy Cap. Normally the first thing you
lose during travel or just on the road is your handlebar end plug or
'end cap'. We have come up with a solution. Our CNC end caps are
completed with the Ere Center Plus Locking system, securing the end
cap perfectly in the right position and keeping them there. The perfect
solution for securing your handlebar tape. We offer them in 6 very nice
anodized colors so that riders can match them with their bike design.

MSRP 16 Euro

TUBUS innertubes
Tubus butyl inner tubes are the right complementary solution to go with
our Ere clincher tyres, we make them with a 0.9mm wall thickness to
keep them light and supple, so the true performance of the tyre-tube wheels combination is always optimal. The weight of a Tubus innertube
is 99 gram. (deepening on size) Our Tubus inner tubes have a black
valve stem so they fit nicely with black alloy and black carbon
rims/wheels and therefore compliment the overall finish of the wheel.
The valve core is removable, in order use proper valve extenders and
it comes with a black valve cap to keep dirt out of the valve itself and
continue your ride without inner tube concerns.

Sizes available:
700c X 20-28 48mm/60mm presta valve
700c X 28-38 48mm/60mm presta valve

MSRP 9 Euro

Thank you for your interest. We
will continuously update this
technical product bible to
keep you informed of the latest
technical product updates.

